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Abstract: The aim of the pa~er is two-fold. The first is to intro
duce, for any given partition of R , the decomposition of Spearman's 
rho into three terms: between, within and remainder. This decom
position, presented in Section 4, is strictly connected with that of 
the concentration index ar as introduced in Kowalczyk (1998), and 
with the decomposition of Kendall's tau as introduced in Kowalczyk 
and Niewiadomska-Bugaj (2000). Those earlier results are reminded 
in Sections 2 and 3. 

The second aim of the paper is to show and exemplify how one 
can use the decompositions of p* (Spearman's rho) and T (Kendall's 
tau) to analyse, decompose and compare m x m contingency tables 
with the same categories for the row variable and the column vari
able. The examples given in Section 5 concern social mobility tables 
with data from Britain and Poland. An important observation from 
the analysis of these data is that p* and r lead there to practically 
equivalent decompositions. 
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1. Introduction 

Decomposition of m x k contingency tables is often considered in statistical lit
erature. In the present paper we deal with decomposition based on the grade 
correspondence analysis (GCA). In Ciok et al. (1996), GCA is presented as 
a modification of the bivariate correspondence analysis maximizing the grade 
correlation coefficient p*, called Spearman's rho. In the same paper there a non
overlapping aggregation of rows and of columns of an m x k table transformed 
by GCA is considered , and this operation is called grade correspondence-cluster 
analysis (GCCA). Various numerical aspects of such aggregation were then con
sidered by Ciok (1998) . There also exists a modification of GCA which max
imizes Kendall's tau; this procedure and the related aggregation of rows and 
of columns considered in Kowalczyk and Niewiadomska-Bu?;aj (1998, 2000) is 
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Aggregation of rows and columns of a contingency table is linked to decom
position of related monotone dependence measures, in particular - to decom
positions of p* and r. Especially interesting is the decomposition of maximal 
values of p* and r (obtained on the set of all pairs of permutations of rows 
and columns), denoted p~,ax and T max. A full account of the decomposition 
of r and its implications for the decomposition of Tmax is given in Kowalczyk 
and Niewiadomska-Bugaj (2000). A similar decomposition for p* is consid
ered in Kowalczyk (2000), mainly for the case when only one variable is aggre
gated. This is based on the decomposition of the concentration index ar and 
the corresponding decomposition of its maximal value armax which is obtained 
due to a suitable permutation of categories (Kowalczyk, 1998, Kowalczyk and 
Pleszczynska, 1998) . 

The decompositions of ar and armax are reminded in Section 2, decomposi
tion of r in Section 3. Decomposition of p* for non-overlapping aggregation of 
both variables is given in Section 4. This decomposition is especially useful in 
the case of m x m tables with the same categories of rows and columns and the 
same order imposed on the categories. Occupational mobility data which link 
occupations of fathers and sons may serve as an example. Usually one is inter
ested in aggregation of such tables which provides identical and non-overlapping 
clusters of rows (fathers) a d columns (sons). 

There is a long tradition of analysing the father/son occupational status. The 
occupational mobility data form tables {nij , i,j = 1, .. . ,m} , where nii is the 
number of pairs (father, son) with the fi rst category i and the second category j. 
As the number of categories and their definitions vary from one study to another, 
it is difficult to compare the res Its. In Sections 5 and 6 we analyse two mobility 
data sets on father/son occupational status: a table with 7 categories given in 
Gifi (1990) and a table with 12 categories given in Pohoski (1983). These tables 
are first transformed into 6 x 6 tables with the same labels of six categories. 
Then, grade correspondence analysis GCA is performed for both 6 x 6 tables, 
and graphical displays in t he form of over-representation maps (described in 
several papers, e.g. Ciok et al. (1994)) are presented and commented for each of 
them. A deeper insight into the common structure of these tables is obtained 
when the set of six ordered categories is non-overlappingly aggregated into three 
subgroups. This is done separately for each table. The clusters are chosen so 
that the resulting 3 x 3 tables have maximal strength of dependence under the 
condition that clustering is the same for fathers and for sons. 

Decompositions of the 6 x 6 tables into 3 x 3 tables, based on p* and T sep
arately, are described in Section 6 by partitioning both measures of dependence 
into the sum B + W + R. 

2. Indices ar and a7'max and its decompositions 

Let P, Q be probability measures defined on (0, B(O)) and let cp: 0 _, R be a 
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well described by the concentration curve C(Qcp- 1 : Pcp- 1) (see e.g. Bamber, 
1975, for real measures P, Q, and Kowalczyk, 1994, for the general case) defined 
on the square [0, 1] 2 as the set 

C(Qcp-1: Pcp-1) 

= {(P({w: cp(w) :S z}),Q({w: cp(w) :S z})); z E [-oo,oo]} 

complemented, if necessary, by the points (0,0) , (1 ,1) and by linear interpolation. 
The graph of C( Qcp- 1 : Pcp-1) is a nondecreasing relation on the square [0, 1 ]2. 
As a special case we can take cp = h = ~and we obtain convex curve C(Qh- 1 : 

Ph- 1) which is equal to the Lorenz curve L(Q: P), defined by Cifarelli and 
Regazzini (1987). For any cp we have 

- dP 1 
where h = dQ =h. · 

If n = n and cp(x) = x, the symbol cp will be omitted. 
The curves C(Qcp- 1 : Pcp- 1) and L(Q: P) lead to various numerical mea

sures of monotone and absolute separation. Two of them are of particular 
importance: the monotone separation index ar 

and the maximal separation index armax: 

armax(Q: P) = 1- 211 

L(Q: P)(u) du. 

The decomposition of indices ar and armax into three terms: between, within 
and remainder is as follows: 

THEOREM 1 (Kowalczyk, 1998) Let P, Q be probability measures defined on a 
measurable space (D, A) and let 

dQ 
h(w) = dP (w) . 

Let D1 , ... , nk be a partition of n, let Pi =Pin,, Qi = Qln, be the conditional 
distributions on ni, and let 

Ki(x) = P;({w: h(w) :S x}), i = 1,···,k. 

Further, let a = ( a 1 , .•. , ak) and {3 = (f3t, ... , f3k) be the distributions of the 
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1 k k 

ar~aJP, Q) = armax(a,{3 ) = 2 L L la;{3j- aj{3; 1, 
i=1 j=1 

k 

ar!ax(P, Q) = L a;{3;armax(P;, Q;). 
i=1 

k 

ar~aJP, Q) = L L ( a;{Jjar(Qjh- 1 : P;h- 1
)- ~la;{Jj- ajf3il) 

i=1 # i 

k i-1 CX) 

= 2 t; [; a;aj 1 K;(x)(1- Kj(x)) dx. 

(ii) for any measurable func tion 'P : n ---+ R, 

where 

ar(Q'P-1: p'P-1) 

= arB(Q'P-1: p'P-1) + arw (Q'P-1: p'P-1) + arR(Q'P-1: p'P-1) 

k 

arB(Q'P-1: p'P-1) = ar(Q'P-1: p'P-1) for Q = L{J;P;, 
i=1 

k 

arw ( Q'P-1 : p'P-1) = L a;{J;ar( Q;!p-1 : P;'fJ-1 ), 

arR(Q'P-1: p'P-1) 
k 

i =1 

= LLa;{Jj(ar(Qj'P-1 : P;£P- 1
)- ar(Pj'P- 1 : P;£P- 1

)). 

i=1 #i 

These decompositions have the property that the reminder term is equal 
to zero if the sets { h(Dj)} are non-overlapping. This occurs for ar max if there 
exists a permutation ( i 1 , ... , ik ) of (1, ... , k) such that 

h(fl;,)-< .. ·-< h(D;J, 

and for ar under an analogous condition with h replaced by 'P· 
The between term in the decomposition of ar max is equal to ar max applied 

to the aggregated table. In case of ar, the between term is equal to ar of the 
aggregated table if this aggregation is non-overlapping. 

To illustrate, let P and Q be defined on n = { 1, 2, ... , 6} by 
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and 

(ql' ... 'Q6) = (0.1025, 0.1311, 0.04, 0.4338, 0.1183, 0.1746). 

Then 

ar(Q: P) = 0.2206, arma..x(Q: P) = 0.3073. 

When the categories are aggregated non-overlappingly (with respect to the ini
tial order) onto (1, 2, 3) , (4) , (5, 6), we obtain: 

a= (at, a2, a3 ) = (.409, .4256, .1657), 

(3 = ((31' (32, fJJ) = ( .2736, .4338, .2929) ' 

ar8 (Q: P) = ar~aJQ: P) = armax(f3: a)= ar-((3: a)= 0.1882, 

arw (Q: P) = 0.0325, ar-!ax(Q: P) = 0.0496, 

the remainder term in the decomposition of ar(Q: P) is zero (arR(Q: P) = 0), 
while this term in the decomposition of aTmax(Q : P) is ar~ax = 0.0694 since 
the sets {h(r2i)} overlap. 

3. Kendall's T and its decomposition 

Let (X , Y) be any pair of random variables on (n, B, P) with joint distribution 
Hand marginal cdf's (right continuous) F, G, respectively. Let 

- 1 
H(x, y) = 4(H(x-, y-) + H(x-, y) + H(x, y-) + H(x, y)) 

and consequently 

- 1 - 1 
F(x) = 2(F(x-) + F(x)) , G(y) = 2(G(y-) + G(y)). 

Kendall's tau is defined by 

r(X, Y) = 4E(H(X, Y))- 1 

and can be expressed as functions of index ar- applied to all pairs of conditional 
distributions (see Kowalczyk, 2000): 

r(X, Y) = 21 j ar(PYIX=t : PYIX=x) dF(x) dF(t) 
x<t 

= 2 f j ar(PXIY=z : PxiY=y) dG(y) dG(z) . 
. y<z 

By replacing indices ar by armax, we obtain index Tabs which was considered 
in Kowalczyk (2000) and used there to construct a measure of departure from 
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Lehmann (1966) has formulated a few increasingly strong conditions ex
pressing intuitions of monotone (positive or negative) dependence of bivariate 
distributions. In effect these are conditions expressing increasingly strong reg
ularity of distributions. T he strongest condition given by Lehmann is called 
"total positivity of order two" (T P2 ). When expressed by means of the density 
function, it has the form 

f(x ,y)f(x',y') ~ f( x',y) f(x , y') for any x < x', y < y'. 

As noticed in Kowalczyk (2000), the distribution is T P2 if and only if all indices 
ar for ordered pairs of conditional distributions are equal to armax· Basing 
on this fact , a measure of departure from T P2 of a distribution transformed 
by GCA was introduced in the above mentioned paper; this measure is defined 
as the suitably normalized difference of indices Tabs(X, Y) and Tmax(X, Y). In the 
general case, it is sufficient to replace index Tmax in this expression by lr(X, Y)l 
to measure how distant from T P 2 is the distribution of (X, Y) or of (X, - Y) (it 
depends on in which of them the variables are positively dependent). 

Decomposition of Kendall's tau was presented in Kowalczyk and Niewiadom
ska-Bugaj (1999, 2000). Here we restrict ourselves to reminding the case of 
non-overlapping aggregation of both variables. 

THEOREM 2 (Kowalczyk and Niewiadomska-Bugaj , 2000) Let f!;j be a partition 
of n where nij = n; n nj =X; X Yj, f!; =X; X Y, i = 1, . .. 'M, f!j =X X Yj, 
j = l, ... ,K, x1-< ... -< XM, Y1-< ... -< YJ(. Let (X;,Yi) = (X,Y)Ioi , 
(Xj, Yj) =(X, Y)loj, (X;j , Yij) =(X, Y)loii' o:; = P(X;), /3j = P(Yj), /ij = 
P(f!;j) > 0, F;, G;, Fj, Gj, F;j, G;j be the marginal distribution functions of 
X;, Yi, Xj, Yj, and X;j, Yi} for i = 1, . . . , M, j = 1, ... , K , and let TM xK be the 
aggregated table ['Y;j]· Let (X 0

, Y 0
), (X' 0

, Y' 0
) and (X 00

, Y 00
) be pairs of ran

dom variables with the dis tribution functions H 0 (x,y) = '2::~ 1 o:;F;(x)G;(y), 

H'0 (x, y) = '2::~-= 1 /3jFj(x)Gj(y ), H 00 (X, y) = '2::~ 1 L~~1 /ijFij (x )G;j(y), re
spectively, and let r 8 (X, Y ) = r(X00

, Y 00
). Then 

where 

r 8 (X, Y; {nij}) = r 88 (X, Y; {nij}) 
M K 

+ L o:;r8 (X;, Yi; {nij}f=1) + 2:f3Jr8 (Xj, Yj; {n;j}f!1), 
i=1 j=1 

r 8 (X;, Yi; {f!;j }j~ 1 ) = 2 L /ij ~is ac(Fij, Fis), 
j<s 0:; 

r 8 (X~, Yf; {f!;i}f! 1) = 2). /i~~sj ac( Gii, Gsi ), 
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r
88

(X, Y; {Dij}) = 2 L ( L ')'ij/ts- L ')'ij/ts) = r(TMxK) 
j<s i<t i>t 

= rB(xo, yo; {Dj}) = rB(X'o, y'o; {ni} ). 
M I< M 

rw(X,Y;{nii}) = LL1'Iir(Xii,Yii) = I:a7rw(X;,Yi;{D;i}}~ 1 ) 
i=l j=l i=l 

I< 

= L,BJrw(Xj,Yj;{!l;j}f!d . 
j=l 

We see that in this decomposition the "between" term deals only with the 
marginal distributions of X and Y, with the marginal distributions of the suit
ably chosen subtables and with the aggregated table TM x K. The "within" term 
takes into account joint distributions in the suitably chosen subtables. Moreover, 
this decomposition has a property, presented in the sequel, which is analogous 
as in the decomposition with aggregated one variable, X or Y. Let B and W 
denote the between and within terms in decompositions of r(X, Y) with two 
variables X and Y which are aggregated, and let B x, W x, By, Wy denote the 
between and within terms in decomposition with respect to X or with respect 
to Y. The terms B x, W x can be decomposed with respect variable Y onto 
BxBy + BxWy, and WxBy + WxWy, respectively. Similarly, we introduce 
symbols ByBx + ByWx and WyBx + WyWx. 

By Theorem 2, these terms fulfil the equalities: 

BxBy = ByBx = r 88 , WxWy = WyWx = rw , 

WxBy = ByWx, WyBx = BxWy. 

Thus, we have B = Bx +By- BxBy, i.e. 

This will be exemplified on two tables considered in Section 6. 

4. Spearman's Tho and its decomposition 

We start with the notions of the regression and correlation functions, needed in 
the decompositions of p* and p;nax when only X is aggregated. 

Let rG(Y)IX and Ccor [G(Y)IX] be the regression and correlation functions 

of G(Y) on X (called also the grade regression and grade correlation of Yon X), 
defined by 

rG(YJIX(.T) = E(G(Y)IX = x) 

- E(G(Y); X :=; x) (x , 
Ccor[G(Y)IX](x) = _. -:o-: .____ = 2 r ;;1v 11 v(z)dF(z). 
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Since 

the correlation curve can be treated as a distribution function on (R, B(R)). 
Let Px,Qx be probability measures corresponding to F and Ccor[G(Y)IX], 
respectively. Let Xu= inf{x : F(x) ~ u} for u E (0, 1), and Pi max(X, Y) denote 
the maximal value of rho* obtained under all measurable transformations of 
variable X. Let 

c;or[G(Y)IX](u) = 21u r 0(Y)ix(xt) dt . 

The Spearman's coefficients p* (X, Y) and Pi max (X, Y) fulfil the equalities 

p*(X, Y) = 3( 1- 21
1 

c;or[G(Y)IX](u) du) 

=3(1-21
1

C(Qx :Px)(u)du) 

and consequently 

p*(X, Y) = 3ar(Qx: Px) 

= 6 { j(rG(Y)I X(x)- 7'a(Y)IX(t)) dF(t) dF(x) 
}t<x 

= 3( 2 L: F(x)rG(Y)IX(x) dF(x)- 1 ) ; 

Pi max( X, Y) = armax (Qx : Px) = ( 1-21
1 

L(Qx : Px )(u) du) 

= L: L: irc(Y)IX(x)- rG(YJIX(t)i dF(t) dF(x) 

i.e. armax(Qx : Px) is the Gini index of random variable rG(YJIX(X) . 

Since 

dQx 
dPx (x) = 2r(x), 

then 3ar111ax(Qx : Px) = p* (X, Y) if and only if rG(Y) IX(x) is non-decreasing. 
We remind also the formula expressing p* as a function of concentration 

indices for pairs of conditional distributions and marginal distributions: 

p*(X, Y) = 3 L: F(x)ar(PYIX=x: Py) dF(x) 

= 3 ( " G(u)aT(P){IV=" : Px) dG(JJ). 
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Now we turn to the decomposition of p*. When we deal with aggregation 
of only one variable, say X, we can use the decomposition of the concentration 
index ar (reminded in Section 2), applied to the distribution of X and of the 
distribution of random variable with (generalized) density equal to the grade 

regression function 2E ( G (Y) I X = x). 

PROPOSITION 1 Let us denote rG(Y)tX(x) = r(x). Let the support X of random 
variable X be partitioned onto M disjoint subsets X 1 , ... , XM, Px(X;) =a;, 

(X;, Yi) = (X, Y)lx, xY and let F; be the cdf of X;, F[ = F; o r- 1, and R; = 
E(r(X)IX EX;)= E(r(X;)) = E(G(Yi)) fori= 1, ... , M. Then 

(i) 

where 

M M 

ar~ax(Qx: Px) = LLa;ajiR;- Rjl, 
i=l j=l 

ar~ax(Qx : Px) = t, a; 1:1: ir(x)- r(t)i dF;(t) dF;(x), 

ar~ax(Qx : Px) 

= t L alas ( j j ir(t)- r(x)l dFs(t) dF1(x) -IRs - Rd) 
s=l lfos 

(ii) 

p*(X , Y) = 3ar8 (Qx : Px) + 3aTw (Qx : Px) + 3arR(Qx : Px) 

where 

M 

ar8 (Qx : Px) = L a;ar(F; : F)ar(G;: G), 
i=l 

M 

arw (Qx : Px) = 2 ~a; l<x j (r(x)- r(t)) dF;(t) dF;(x) 

= 4 t, a; 1: F;(x)(r(x)- R;) dF;(x) , 

M 

arR(Qx : Px) = 4 L L a;aj { F;(x)(r(x)- Rj) dFj(x). 
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Let us note that R1, ... , RM are t he values of regression of G(Y) on Xa, 
where X a is equal to X after aggregation, taking values 1, ... , M and such that 
the distribution function Ha(i, y) of (Xa, Y) is equal to 

dHa(i,y) = { dH(x , y), i = 1, ... ,M, y E 'R; Jx, 
on the other hand, R1, ... , RM are the values of regression of random variable 

G(Y 0
) on xo, where (X 0

, Y 0
) is a pair of random variables such that (Xi, }i0

) 'fl. 
(X 0

, Y 0 )ix, are independent and Xi ""Xi, Yio ,...., Yi fori = 1, ... , M (i.e. the dis
tribution function H 0 of (X 0

, Y 0
) is of the form H 0 (x, y) = L:;i aiFi(x)Gi(Y)). 

Hence, we have 

3ar~ax(Qx : Px) = P~ max(X 0
, Y 0

) = P~ max(Xa, Y), 
3ar8 (Qx : Px) = p*(X 0

, Y 0
). 

COROLLARY 1 (i) ar~ax(Qx : Px) ~ 0; for any pair of random variables 
(X, Y), with equality holding if (Xi, Yi) are independent or if there exists a 
permutation (i1, . .. , iM) of (1, . .. , M ) such that 

(1) 

if p*(X, Y) is equal to the maximal value Pi max' condition (1) is equivalent to 
xi, -< · . . -< xik; 

(ii) If r(Xi) = canst = Ri for i = 1, ... , M then ar~ax( Q x : Px) = 
Pi max(X, Y), ar~ax(Qx: Px) = ar~ax(Qx : Px) = 0; 

(iii) Lets;= L::~=la.; if p*(X,Y) = Pi maJX,Y) and xl-< ... -< XM, 
then decompositions (i) and (ii) in Proposition 1 are identical, and 

M 

3ar~ax(Qx : Px) = 3 L ai(Si + s;_l)ar(Gi: G)= p*(Xa, Y). 
i=l 

Note that Proposition 1 and Corollary 1 can be analogously rewritten when 
Y is aggregated instead of X, with obvious changes in notation, and with Ti* = 

L:;~=l /3i, j = 1, ... , K, replacing Si, i = 1, ... , M . 
We note that the decomposition of p*(X, Y) and Pi max given in Propo

sitio~ 1 in _£ase of non-overl~ping_sets is equival~nt to !_he decomposition of 
cov(F(X), G(Y)) into cov8 (F(X), G(Y)) + covw (F(X) , G(Y)). 

Suppose now that both variables (X, Y) are non-overlappingly aggregated 
(the general case for any partition of 'R2 is considered in Kowalczyk, 2000). In 
the decomposition of p* related to this case we will use the notation introduced 
in Theorem 2 and also the expressions Si, Ti* related to Corollary 1. 

The general decomposition of p* for non-overlapping aggregation of X and Y 
is of the form B + W (and similar to decomposition with respec~to on~ variable, 
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The between term B is equal to p* (X 00
, Y 00

) so that 

M K 

B = 3 L L /ijar(Px,i : Px )ar(Py,i : Py) = p* 8 (X, Y) 
i=l j=l 

and it is further decomposed. We can express the elements of B as: 

where 

B=Bx+By-BB+c 

Bx = 3 L CXi(Si + s;_l- 1)ar(Py, : Py) = p*(Xa, Y) 

By= 3 Lf3j(Tj* + Tj*- 1 - 1)ar(Px;: Px) = p*(X, Ya) 

1053 

BB = 3 L L /ij(Si + s;_l- 1)(Tj + Tj_l- 1) = p*(Xa, Ya) = p*88 

j 

c = 3 L L /ijCXi/3jar(Px,i : Px.)ar(Py,i : Py; ). 
j 

The within term W is equal to 

M K 

W = L L /ijcov(F(Xij), G(Yij) = covw (F(X), G(Y); {nij}) 

i=l j=l 

and can be presented as 

1 M K J _ 
W = 2 LL'Yij ar(PY,iiX•i=x: Py)F(x)dFij(x) 

i=l j=l 

1 
M K 

-4 L L /ijar(Px,i : Px )ar(Py,i : Py ). 
i=l j=l 

Analogously as in Section 3, Wx, Wy will be defined by p*(X, Y) = Bx + 
Wx =By+ Wy; let Bx = BxBy +BxWy, and Wx = WxBy + WxWy, and 
similarly for definitions of By and Wy. 

We have 

BxBy = ByBx = BB = p*88 (X,Y), WxWy = WyWx = W, 

BxWy = Bx- BB, WyBx = Bx- BB + c, ByWx =By- BE 

and WxBy=By-BB+c. 
These formulas for the decomposition of p* in case of non-overlapping aggre

gation of X and of Y are not quite analogous to such formulas given in Section 3 
for T unless the distribution of (X, Y) is concentrated on u~=l (Xj X yj ), when 
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5. Decomposition and comparison of two data sets on the 
father/son occupational status 

The first data set is based on a sample of 3497 families in Britain. The study 
resulted in a 7 X 7 table BRIT1x1 on the relationship between father's occupa
tional status and son's status. These categories are the following: PROF (pro
fessional and high administrative), EXEC (managerial and executive), HSUP 
(higher supervisory), LSUP (lower supervisory), SKIL (skilled manual and rou
tine nonmanual), SEMI (semi-skilled manual), and UNSK (unskilled manual). 
The seven categories are ordered according to the social prestige scale, from 
high to low. It happened that this ordering is st rictly preserved by the grade 
correspondence analysis (both for rows and for columns) which means that the 
strongest monotone trend in the BRIT7x7 is concordant with the prestige scale: 
sons of a father in category i at this scale tend to be in categories i, i + 1 or i -1, 
i.e. preserve fathers occupation or choose one close to it on the prestige scale. In 
terms of GCA, this means that the initial table with rows and columns ordered 
according to the prestige scale is that one which maximizes the value of p• as 
well as ofT in the whole set of t ables with arbitrary permutations of rows and 
columns. We obtain p*(BRIT7 x7) = 0.3720 and T(BRIT1x 7) = 0.2566. 

The second set of data taken from Pohoski (1983), is a father/son occu
pational table POH12x12 for 8767 families in Poland, analogous to BRIT7x7, 
but possessing 12 categories which strongly differ from 7 categories considered 
in BRIT7x7· The initial ordering introduced by Pohoski is preserved by GCA 
neither for p• nor forT; the optimal GCA permutations offather's and son's cat
egories are different for rows and for columns and, moreover, differ for GCA's 
based on p* and on T. Thus, t he monotone trend in POH12xl2 is less reg
ular than in BRIT7x7· It is not concordant with the prestige scale and also 
weaker: P:0ax(POH12xl2) = 0.324, Tmax(POH12 xl2) = 0.223, where P:Oax and 
Tmax mean p* and T for POH12x12 transformed by GCA. 

To compare the BRIT and POH data, an attempt was made to bring into 
agreement the labels of categories by suitable aggregation in both sets and re
jection in POH. Two adjacent categories were aggregated in BRIT1x1, namely 
HSUP+LSUP called SUP. In the set of categories specified by Pohoski, two 
categories referring to farms (farm owners and farm workers) were rejected, and 
the remaining ones were aggregated into six categories which are hoped to cor
respond to PROF, EXEC, SUP, SKIL, UNSK, and SEMI in the BRIT data. 
Consequently, two 6 x 6 tables with rows and columns identically labelled were 
formed and each of them was transformed twice by the GCA based on p* and 
on T. As before, the table BRIT6x6 remained unchanged under both GCA's and 
thus still concordant with the prestige scale: PROF, EXEC, SUP, SKIL, SEMI, 
UNSK. Dependence strength decreased slightly due to the aggregation of HSUP 
and SUP: 0.3596 instead of 0.3720 for p• and 0.2469 instead of 0.2566 for T. 

Turning to the POH data, we find that the permutations due to GCA based 
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sons is (PROF, EXEC, SUP, SKIL, UNSK, SEMI), (PROF, EXEC, SKIL, SUP, 
UNSK, SEMI), i.e. the two orderings are slightly different. The value of p* for 
this table is 0.2061, the value ofT is 0.1381. An interchange of categories SKIL 
and SUP for sons results in a slight decrease of p* and T : 0.1972 and 0.1322, 

1 
2 

3 

4 

12 3 4 5 6 A B c 

A 

B 

c 

Figure 1. Visualization of BRIT6x6 and BRIT3x3· 1 -PROF, 2- EXEC, 
3 - SUP, 4 - SKIL, 5 - SEMI, 6 - UNSK, A = PROF +EXEC + SUP, 
B = SKIL, C = SEMI+ UNSK. 

1 

2 
3 

1 23 4 5 6 A B c 

Figure 2. Visualization of POH6x6 and POH3x3· 1 - PROF, 2 - EXEC, 
3 - SUP, 4- SKIL, 5- SEMI, 6 - UNSK, A= PROF+ EXEC+ SUP, 
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respectively, and this permutation maximizes both p* and T in the set of tables 
with rows and columns identically permuted. The corresponding table will be 
denoted here POH6x6· 

The tables BRIT6x6 and POH6x6 are graphically displayed in Figs. 1 and 2 
in a way described in detail e.g. in Ciok et al. (1994): black and dark grey rect
angles correspond to combinations of father/son categories which are strongly 
and weakly overrepresented, white and light grey rectangles to combinations 
of categories which are strongly and weakly underrepresented, white rectangles 
with black vertical lines are close to fair representation. 

It is seen that the monotone trend in BRIT6x6 is very regular and the 
table is almost symmetric. In particular, the marginal distributions for fathers 
and for sons are very similar; the respective concentration index ar measuring 
differentiation of marginals is merely 0.06. Table POH6x6 is not quite monotone 
and less symmetric. Category 1 (PROF) is much more frequent for sons than 
for fathers, categories 2 and 5 (EXEC and SEMI) more frequent for fathers than 
for sons; the respective concentration index for marginals is 0.31. The marginals 
for POH and BRIT are not similar (cf. the example in Section 2). 

6. D ecompositions of the o ccupational mobility tables 

As announced in the Introduction, we optimally aggregate tables BRIT6x6 
and POH6x6 into 3 x 3 tables. For BRIT6x6, which has rows and columns 
optimally permuted (w.r.t. p* and w.r.t. r) , we get BRIT3x3 as presented in 
Fig. 1, with the following decomposit ions in which p*(T3x3) and r(T3x3) for 
BRIT and POH correspond to the term BB: 

p*(BRIT3x3) = 0.3158 = 87.8% 
B = 0.3531 = 98.2% 
w = 0.0065 = 1.8% 

R=O 
p*(BRIT6x6) = 0.3596 = 100% 

r(BRIT3x3) = 0.2132 = 86.4% 
B = 0.2395 = 97% 
w = 0.0074 = 3% 

R=O 
r(BRIT6x6) = 0.2469 = 100% 

In particular, in decomposition of p*(BRIT6x6) we have: Bx = 0.3334, By = 
0.3352, c = 0.00046. In decomposition of r(BRIT6x6) we have: Bx = 0.2254, 
By = 0.2274. The measure of depart ure BRIT6x6 from TP2 takes the value 
0.0214. 

We see that the quotient p*(BRIT3x3)/ p*(BRIT6 x6) is very high, and 
it is very close to the analogous quotient for r; t he same concerns the terms B. 
This is another proof of regularity of BRIT6x6· The interpretation of the 
three optimal clusters is obvious and intuitively convincing. We also see that 
p*(BRIT6x6)/r(BRIT6x6 ) = 1.4565, p*(BRIT3x3)/r(BRIT3x3) = 1.4812. 

Turning to POH3x3, we have three optimal clusters slightly different than 
in BRIT3x3 (see Fig. 2). The decomposition of POH6x6 is slightly less transpar-
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for p* and for T are almost identical as in the BRIT data, and the quotients of 
the respective values for p* and T are very close to 3/2. We have: 

p*(POH3x3) = 0.1837 = 93% 
B = 0.1950 = 98.9% 
w = 0.0022 = 1.1% 

R=O 
p*(POH6x6) = 0.1972 = 100% 

T(POH3x3) = 0.1230 = 93% 
B = 0.1303 = 98.6% 
w = 0.0019 = 1.4% 

R=O 
T(POH6 x6) = 0.1322 = 100% 

In particular, in decomposition of p*(POH6x6) we have: Bx = 0.1792, By= 
0.1717, c = 0.0015. In decomposition of T(POH6 x6) we obtain: Bx = 0.1196, 
By = 0.1149. The measure of departure POH6x6 from TPz takes the value 
0.1271. 

In this case p*(POH6x6)/T(POH6x6) = 1.4917, p*(POH3x3)/T(POH3x3) 
= 1.4935. 
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